
Today, you will read two articles titled "City of Marvels" and "Baths of

Caracalla." As you read, think about the information you are learning the

articles. Answer the questions to help you write an essay.

Read the article titled "City of Marvels" by Charlene Brusso. Then answer

Questions 1 through 3.



fiW of i\\arvels
by Charlene Brusso^5illustrated by John-Gordon Swogger
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Welcome to Rome, the

most advanced city in the

world! Even though more	«

than one million people live	#

here, our brilliant engineers

have made our city cleaner,

more comfortable, and safer

than other cities. For example,
notice our cobblestone streets.	" f

They are much less dusty and muddy x
than the dirt streets found elsewhere.

Our beautifully designed government
buildings and temples are built of brick and
stone, made to last for a long time. And,

perhaps most importantly, our aqueducts

bring us plenty of clean, fresh water.
Look up and you will see that aqueducts are

like tall, graceful, stone bridges. They carry melted

snow down from the mountains straight to the

heart of our city. From there, the water goes to

many places. Flowing fountains cool our sunny
plazas. Fresh water regularly flushes clean the stone

trenches beneath the marble seats of our public

toilets. Water in our sewers carries waste out of the

city to the Tiber River. Smells (and sickness) are greatly

reduced with this advanced system, especially during

our hot summers.
Qj The homes of our wealthier citizens have all the

modern conveniences. Indoor plumbing and central
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heating are two fine examples. Furnaces heat water that's

piped under the floors in these homes, warming the stones

beneath the feet. And, rich or poor, nearly every neighborhood

has a fire brigade with portable water pumps to put out fires.

| Our public baths have hot, warm, and cold pools.

y Cleanliness is important to us. Slaves stoke the bathhouse

fires every morning to make enough hot water for the day.

_ In most bathhouses, women bathe in the morning;

the afternoon is reserved for men. They arrive after

lunch to relax and discuss the latest news while
soaking in the steaming waters.

Aside from plentiful water, life in Rome has other

conveniences. For example, there's plenty of great

food for sale for people who can't cook. Restaurant

counters are right on the street, with jars full of

hot and cool foods ready to eat. People prepare

everything for you: bread with cheese and spices,

cooked meats and fish, salads, and pastries

5; sticky with honey. Most dishes (not the

jk pastries!) are seasoned with liquamen,
our delicious fermented fish sauce.

It's quite salty.

|. (j?yWe have plenty of
. entertainment, too. During



Corey: i would like
to be a gladiator
because I would
be able to fight
and be admired
and feared by
all. I would also
be wanted to
fight to protect
people in the
village.
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religious festivals there is music and celebration in

the streets. And, of course, we have our racetracks for

our chariot races—five, in fact. The Red, Blue, Green,

and White chariot teams compete nearly every day.

At the colossal amphitheater (I believe you call it
the Colosseum), 50,000 people at a time can watch
gladiators fight with one another or with wild
animals—everything from lions and apes to elephants.

The animals live in cages beneath the arena floor.

At just the right time, the animals rise up on elevators,
and arrive in the arena through hidden trap doors

in the floor. They seem to appear out of nowhere.

Theater is also popular here in Rome. We especially
love comedies. All our actors are men, and they wear

different masks to show what character they are

playing: male or female, young or old, tragic or comic.

With 175 days of festivals and games yearly,
there s always something fun to do, and much of it

is free. The government pays for many plays and
arena events to keep our citizens happy.

n From the modern wonder of our

water system to our lively

streets and colorful

festivals, Rome

has the best of
everything.
It truly is
a city of

// -
marvels! |i



1. Part A

What does aqueducts mean as it is used in Paragraph 1 of "City of

Marvels?"

a.	A type of bridge

b.	A type of fountain

c.	Something that carries water

d.	Something smelly

PartB

Which statement best supports the answer to Part A?

a.	"Smells (and sicknesses) are greatly reduced with this advanced

system..."

b.	"...are like tall, graceful, stone bridges."

c.	"Flowing fountains cool our sunny plazas."

d.	"...bring us fresh, clean water."

2. Part A

What do the details of Paragraph 8 how Romans were entertained?

a.	They loved animals.

b.	They enjoyed watching violent things.

c.	They loved magic.

d.	They sat in large audiences.



Part B

Which detail from "City of Marvels" supports the answer to Part A?

a.	"...gladiators fight with one another or with wild animals..."

b.	"50,000 people at a time can watch..."

c.	"...everything from lions and apes to elephants."

d.	"...hidden trap doors."

3. Part A

What is the central message of Paragraphs 9 and 10?

a.	All actors were male.

b.	The government wanted people to have fun.

c.	There was almost always something fun to do.

d.	Many plays were comedies.

Part B

Which detail from the story best supports the answer to Part A?

a.	"Theater is also popular...there's always something fun to do..."

b.	"All our actors are men...'"

c.	"The government pays for many plays and arena events to keep our

citizens happy."

d.	"We especially love comedies."



Read the article titled "Baths of Caracalla" by Mary Pope Osborne. Then answer

questions 4 and 5.

Baths of Caracalla

By Mary Pope Osborne

1	Most Romans did not have bathrooms at home. They used pots for toilets

or public bathrooms. Public bathrooms had rows of stone benches with

openings cut into them. Running water below the benches carried away

the sewage.

2	Romans got drinking water from street fountains. They went to public

baths to bathe and meet their friends. At one time, there were 900 public

baths in Ancient Rome! Some were small, but others were huge! Some

baths stayed open twenty-four hours a day. One was lighted with 1,000

lamps.

3	The Baths of Caracalla could hold over 1,600 people. Exquisite marble and

colorful mosaics covered the walls and floors. Gardens with splashing

fountains surrounded the buildings. Visitors to the baths enjoyed art

galleries, libraries, and restaurants.

4	Inside the baths, bathers soaked in either warm or cold water. Water was

heated by furnaces under the floor called hypocausts (Hl-puh-kostz). Slaves

stood by to hand out towels and fragrant oils as bathers moved from one

pool to another.

5	In Rome today, people still visit the Baths of Caracalla. But now they go at

night to listen to glorious concerts under the stars.



4. Part A

What does public mean as it is used in Paragraph 2 of "Baths of Caracalla?"

a.	Of many sizes

b.	Open to anyone

c.	Hot and cold

d.	Brightly lit

Part B

Which statement best supports the answer to Part A?

a.	"One was lighted with 1,000 lamps."

b.	"...to bathe and meet their friends."

c.	"Some were small, but others were huge."

d.	"'...bathers soaked in either warm or cold water."

5. Part A

Besides trying to get clean and seeing their friends, why did Romans enjoy

going to the bathhouse?

a.	There were many things to do there.

b.	They enjoyed the nice-smelling oils.

c.	There was lots of artwork there.

d.	They were always open.



Part B

Which statement best supports the answer to Part A?

a.	"Exquisite marble and colorful mosaics covered the walls and floors."

b.	"Visitors to the baths enjoyed art galleries, libraries, and restaurants."

c.	"Some baths stayed open twenty-four hours a day."

d.	"Slaves stood by to hand out towels and fragrant oils..."



Refer to the articles "City of Marvels" and "Baths of Caracalla." Then answer

Question 6.

6. Many buildings and other structures that were built by the Romans

became a part of their everyday lives.

Write an essay that explains how the aqueducts, bathhouses, and theaters

were an important part of the lives of Romans. Use what you learned about

the Ancient Rome to support your essay.




